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The remarkable machines of Leonardo da Vinci are reimagined as five 3-D pop-ups in this
illustrated journal based on his own writings and sketches. Leonardo da Vinci, one of the most
extraordinary thinkers in history, sketched and wrote about many innovative machines that
were hundreds of years ahead of their time but were never built during his lifetime. Now, in this
remarkable book, readers are presented with five of his most famous inventions, realized as
3-D pop-ups with moving parts. Each reimagined invention is accompanied by text and
illustrations drawn from da Vinci’s personal journals, providing insight into the ideas and
visions of this Renaissance genius.
Traces the colorful, turbulent life of the Nobel Prize-winning physicist, from the death of his
childhood sweetheart during the Manhattan Project to his rise as an icon in the scientific
community.
Provides information about the moon, star charts and monthly sky maps covering that which is
visible each month in different hemispheres.
The single most important fact of life to the racing yachtsman, cruiser, or merchant seaman is
the weather. This book about the weather, written by a master mariner, sets out to fill the gap
between instant knowledge books which prvide a veneer of jargon, and heavy texts requiring
prior knowledge of meteorology. This book presents instead a seamanlike survey of the basics
of weather, offering a foundation for practical observation and interpretation as well as a
ground-work for advanced study. Basic information on the atmosphere, winds, heat and its
consequences, clouds, fogs, fronts, tropical cyclones, ice, instruments and charts is provided
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here.
This magnificent pictoral survey of the Vatican and its treasures gives clear, accurate, and
concise information a visitor would see in the Museums, the Palaces, St. Peter's Basilica, and
all the other monuments, plus ample historical background material.
The Cambridge Star Atlas covers the entire sky, both northern and southern latitudes, in an
attractive format that is suitable for beginners and experienced astronomical observers. There
is a series of monthly sky charts, followed by an atlas of the whole sky, arranged in 20
overlapping charts. Each chart shows stars down to magnitude 6.5, together with about 900
non-stellar objects, such as clusters and galaxies, which can be seen with binoculars or a
small telescope. There is a comprehensive map of the Moon's surface, showing craters and
other named features. Wil Tirion is the world's foremost artist and designer of astronomical
maps. For this edition he has devised improved versions of the monthly charts and added allsky charts, and the text has been completely revised. In this improved and expanded format,
The Cambridge Star Atlas is an ideal reference atlas for sky watchers everywhere.
Assuming no prior knowledge, this entry level guide aims to inspire novices of all ages to give
sailing a try. Conveying the fun, accessibility and exhilaration of sailing, it covers everything the
beginner needs to learn about, whether they are young, middle aged or taking up sailing as a
family. Topics include: - How to get started - Where (and how) to find a club - Choosing the
right type of boat - The differences between cruising and racing a dinghy - Learning to sail Trolleying, trailing, launching and recovery - and much, much more Colour photographs
illustrate each section. Also included is a DVD featuring the authors demonstrating what
they've described in the book, which should inspire newcomers by showing them that they too
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can learn how to sail a dinghy even if they've never been on the water before.

This volume examines a single music-aesthetical idea from various historical and
philosophical backgrounds. In exploring the origins of the idea and its career over
two centuries, it brings to light the variety of ways in which it has affected music.
From the reviews: "I recommend it to anyone with an interest in binary stars who
wants to learn more about these fascinating objects." (Jocelyn Tomkin, The
Observatory, April 2005)
Boatowner's Wiring Manual is a user-friendly, practical manual for all onboard
electrical projects - from fixing loose connections to rewiring the entire boat.
Simple, clear and abundantly illustrated, it is the key to understanding and
customising all aspects of a boat's electrical systems. DC and AC wiring
materials and techniques are all covered, as are batteries, alternators, inverters,
generators, corrosion control, and alternative energy installations (solar, wind and
water). There are detailed instructions for wiring radios and navigation
equipment, installing cabin lights, navigation lights, burglar alarms, battery charge
indicators, bilge alarms, and much more. Extensive tables summarise the most
important specifications in a quick-reference format. This book, from an author
who specialises in making the complex simple, will be a godsend for all
boatowners. 'A definitive technical work that is easy to read' Motor Boat and
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Yachting 'This book will be of real assistance to the troubleshooter' Little Ship
Club
Space Atlas combines updated maps, lavish photographs, and elegant
illustrations to chart the solar system, the universe, and beyond. For space
enthusiasts, science lovers, and star gazers, here is the newly revised edition of
National Geographic's enduring guide to space, with a new introduction by
American hero Buzz Aldrin. In this guided tour of our planetary neighborhood, the
Milky Way and other galaxies, and beyond, detailed maps and fascinating
imagery from recent space missions partner with clear, authoritative scientific
information. Starting with the sun and moving outward into space, acclaimed
science writer and physicist James Trefil illuminates each planet, the most
important moons, significant asteroids, and other objects in our solar system.
Looking beyond, he explains what we know about the Milky Way and other
galaxies--and how we know it, with clear explanations of the basics of
astrophysics, including dark matter and gravitational waves. For this new edition,
and to celebrate the 50th anniversary of his moonwalk, astronaut and American
hero Buzz Aldrin offers a new special section on Earth's moon and its essential
role in space exploration past and future.
Since publication in 1990, Ocean Cruising on a Budget has been highly praised
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as an essential guide for all those planning a blue water voyage, whether on a
budget on not. Based on a lifetime of practical experience, Anne Hammick gives
advice on choosing a suitable boat, locating equipment bargains, deciding
individual priorities for safety as well as sanity and enjoyment, shorthanded watch
keeping, managing funds, the human problems of living aboard a small yacht,
budget provisioning and storage, and even replenishing the kitty en route. Ocean
Cruising on a Budget, now completed updated, us full of down to earth advice
drawn form the author's own first hand experience. Anne Hammick is an RYA
Ocean Yachtmaster and experienced blue water sailor, having made eight
Atlantic crossings since 1975, six of them as skipper. In 1982 she and her sister
bought and refitted a 14-year old Rustler 31, making two Atlantic circuits the
West Indies over the next few years. Now a full-time author, Anne's books
include The Atlantic Crossing Guide and The Atlantic Islands.
Modern telescopes of even modest aperture can show thousands of double
stars. Many are faint and unremarkable but hundreds are worth searching out.
Veteran double-star observer Bob Argyle and his co-authors take a close-up look
at their selection of 175 of the night sky's most interesting double and multiple
stars. The history of each system is laid out from the original discovery to what
we know at the present time about the stars. Wide-field finder charts are
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presented for each system along with plots of the apparent orbits and predicted
future positions for the orbital systems. Recent measurements of each system
are included which will help you to decide whether they can be seen in your
telescope, as well as giving advice on the aperture needed. Double star
observers of all levels of experience will treasure the level of detail in this guide to
these jewels of the night sky.
This all-purpose star atlas is the first of its kind devoted to observing the Herschel
objects with binoculars and telescopes. It displays over 2500 of the most visually
attractive star clusters, nebulae and galaxies that were discovered by Sir William,
Caroline and Sir John Herschel. Covering the entire sky from the North to the
South Celestial Pole, and showing all 88 constellations, it is also a general sky
atlas showing variable, double and multiple stars, and the Milky Way. Written by
experienced observer James Mullaney and illustrated by renowned celestial
cartographer Wil Tirion, this is a magnificent 'celestial roadmap' to some of the
finest deep-sky showpieces. Spiral bound and printed in red-light friendly colors
for use at a telescope, with color-coded symbols for easy recognition and
identification, this is a must-have observing reference for all amateur observers.
Additional resources, including a target list ordered by Herschel designation, are
available to download from www.cambridge.org/9780521138178.
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The hardest thing to master about any GPS unit is its handbook. The technical jargon may be
readily understood by experts, but it's more often than not baffling for neophytes. This easy
reference explains, GPS in terms everyone can understand, setting readers free to wander the
earths oceans, deserts and airways. Author Mik Chinery, a prolific technical boating writer,
covers everything from switching on the GPS unit to determining position, destination and
routes. With nearly 100,000 GPS sets sold worldwide each year, this guide is sure to find its
way onto the shelves of many boaters and outdoorspeople.
When the Flash Gordon title made its move to King Comics in 1966, it was the start of a
brilliant new look and a giant leap forward in storytelling and character. Flash, his beautiful
companion Dale, and impulsive scientist Dr. Hans Zarkov face all-new perils and all-new
villains in these space-age stories ... Join the brave and just Flash Gordon as he boldly travels
the spaceways!
This collection gathers previously uncollected entries from the author's autobiographical
column.
A diving guide to Sardinia which begins with a description of the island, its Mediterranean
setting, and its principal underwater ecosystems. Three chapters, each dealing with one
section of the coastline, present a total of 31 dives, with details of marine life and, where
relevant, wrecks.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
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work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a quality reading
experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate
your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant.
A Walk through the Heavens is a guide to the pathways of the sky. It contains unique,
simplified maps of the constellations and instructions on how to measure their sizes and the
separations between them. Using this information you can find the constellations very easily
and take a mind's eye journey from one constellation to its neighbours. The ancient myths and
legends surrounding the constellations are retold, enriching our understanding of how historical
peoples saw the awe-inspiring spectacle of a sky sprinkled with stars. Magically illustrated by
Wil Tirion, this book does not assume that the reader has binoculars, and is ideal to inspire the
young astronomer just starting out on a journey across the starlit skies.
The ninth edition of Ian Ridpath and Wil Tirion's famous guide to the night sky is updated with
planet positions and forthcoming eclipses to the end of the year 2017. It contains twelve
chapters describing the main sights visible in each month of the year, providing an easy-to-use
companion for anyone wanting to identify prominent stars, constellations, star clusters, nebulae
and galaxies; to watch out for meteor showers ('shooting stars'); or to follow the movements of
the four brightest planets, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. Most of the sights described are
visible to the naked eye and all are within reach of binoculars or a small telescope. This
revised and updated edition includes sections on observing the Moon and the planets, with a
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comprehensive Moon map. The Monthly Sky Guide offers a clear and simple introduction to
the skies of the northern hemisphere for beginners of all ages.

This special edition has been designed specifically for aspiring astronomers living
south of the equator. This book explores the planets, stars, galaxies and nebulae
observable from the southern hemisphere. Not only does this book illustrate how
to observe, it also shows how each object appears through a small telescope!
Fantastic computer graphics systematically explain how to tune-your-yacht,
keelboat or dinghy. This beautifully illustrated and well-organised book shows the
reader step by step, how to trim their sails and rig for maximum performance. Ivar
Dedekam's revolutionary approach to sail and rig tuning tackles the practical and
realistic elements of tuning your boat as well as the theory of sail aerodynamics.
The book covers the many variations in boat, sail and rig design.
Beginning with the basics of magnetism, the author discusses how to apply
compass error (variation, deviation, misalignment, lazy and frozen compass,
intermittent deviation) to find the true course and how to measure error by taking
bearings, inland and offshore.
This book, now available in paperback, concerns the everyday private and public
lives of the citizens of ancient Rome. Drawing on a broad selection of
contemporary sources, the author examines the institutions, actions and rituals of
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day to day life.
The Language of the Body, originally published as Physical Dynamics of
Character Structure, brilliantly describes how personality is expressed in the form
and function of the body. The body is the key to understanding behavior and
working with the body is the key to psychological health. The Language of the
Body outlines the foundations of character structure: schizoid, oral, masochistic,
hysteric, and phallic narcissistic personality types. Dr. Lowen examines the
relationship between psychoanalytic theory and body therapy.
Patrick Moore's painstakingly researched, beautifully illustrated guide to
astronomical observation for casual and serious observers.
This volume (one of two) is the first presentation of Schore's comprehensive
theory in book form, as it has developed since 1994. In 1994 Allan Schore
published his groundbreaking book, Affect Regulation and the Origin of the Self,
in which he integrated a large number of experimental and clinical studies from
both the psychological and biological disciplines in order to construct an
overarching model of social and emotional development. Since then he has
expanded his regulation theory in more than two dozen articles and essays
covering multiple disciplines, including neuroscience, psychiatry, psychoanalysis,
developmental psychology, attachment, and trauma. Affect Regulation and the
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Repair of the Self contains chapters on neuropsychoanalysis and
developmentally oriented psychotherapy. It is absolutely essential reading for all
clinicians, researchers, and general readers interested in normal and abnormal
human development.
Previously published Wiltshire, 1967. Guide to personal health and success
The Cambridge Double Star Atlas is back! It is the first and only atlas of physical double
stars that can be viewed with amateur astronomical instruments. Completely rewritten,
this new edition explains the latest research into double stars, and looks at the
equipment, techniques and opportunities that will enable you to discover, observe and
measure them. The target list has been completely revised and extended to 2500
binary or multiple systems. Each system is described with the most recent and accurate
data from the authoritative Washington Double Star Catalog, including the HD and SAO
numbers that are most useful in our digital age. Hundreds of remarks explain the
attributes of local, rapidly changing, often measured or known orbital systems. The
color atlas charts by Wil Tirion have been updated to help you easily find and identify
the target systems, as well as other deep-sky objects. This is an essential reference for
double star observers.
This acclaimed clinical guide and widely adopted text has filled a key need in the field
since its original publication. Nancy McWilliams makes psychoanalytic personality
theory and its implications for practice accessible to practitioners of all levels of
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experience. She explains major character types and demonstrates specific ways that
understanding the patient's individual personality structure can influence the therapist's
focus and style of intervention. Guidelines are provided for developing a systematic yet
flexible diagnostic formulation and using it to inform treatment. Highly readable, the
book features a wealth of illustrative clinical examples. New to This Edition *Reflects
the ongoing development of the author's approach over nearly two decades.
*Incorporates important advances in attachment theory, neuroscience, and the study of
trauma. *Coverage of the contemporary relational movement in psychoanalysis.
Winner--Canadian Psychological Association's Goethe Award for Psychoanalytic and
Psychodynamic Scholarship
Bandler covers a lot of ground in this book - in his unique style - and provides real
insight into areas such as sub-modalities and multiple perspectives in a fairly short
period (157 pages). The content is edited notes from a series of Bandler workshops (in
a similar vein to Frogs into Princes and Trance-Formations). The book begins with an
overview of NLP - making particular reference to the "new" submodality patterns (the
book was written in 1985) and presenting these as a faster and more powerful way of
creating personal change. Subsequent chapters provide a humorous exploration of
many of the traditional approaches to personal change and outline many useful guiding
principles (structure versus content etc) for the application of NLP to personal change.
The author makes repeated reference to a number of epistemological issues underlying
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traditional psychological approaches that tend to focus on "what's wrong, when you
broke, ... what broke you, ... and why you broke." He goes on to state that
"psychologists have never been interested in how you broke, or how you continue to
maintain the state of being broken." NLP on the other hand, Bandler asserts, assumes
people work perfectly and that people are just doing something different from what we
(or they) want to have happen. This provides a clear indication of the approach adopted
in the remainder of the book, and suggests that the focus of NLP on subjective
experience (as the study of subjective experience) is entirely valid and necessary.
Bandler provides a convincing argument for tailoring all our change work to the
individual - purely because each individual is unique. The book continues with a useful
and insightful exploration of a number of techniques (including the fast phobia cure,
contrastive analysis in belief change, integrated anchors and Swish,) as well as
discussion of more general (and generative) strategies for learning and motivation.
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